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The pandemic has driven us out of  our familiar lives, creating an array of  displacement and vacancies in cities across the world. Working from home has proven itself  as a viable option 
for most businesses, leaving a lot of  employers to rethink the need for static, physical space. What if  in the future your work comes to you? Or better yet, a grocery store, library, or 
medical services? Working from home has proven that the traditional model of  the office goes beyond brick and mortar. This suggests a notion of  untethering other traditional models 
from their static shells and extending them into the fabric of  the city.  

LocalMotion takes cues from the model made popular by ridesharing apps, like Uber and Lyft, and rethinks how we commute, work, and live. Ranging from a single car to a fleet, 
LocalMotion will rely on a locational algorithm that determines the most efficient route to pick users up or choose the most centralized location to dock between users. This will 
ultimately reduce carbon emissions due to commute. Starting at a user scale, programs can range from office and meeting rooms to library and counseling service, creating an active, 
real-time model for shaping our cities post-pandemic. This flexibility will help stimulate the local economy and provide much-needed amenities for underserved communities or act as 
real-time market studies for long-term growth. All the while, closing gaps and providing neighborhoods with the programming they need to create vibrant, walkable environments.

As a result of  taking the programs beyond their static shell by adding a new layer of  mobility to the city, existing vacancies will have more room to absorb the current needs of  cities 
and their people. London is currently the 6th most expensive location to live in the world. This is the perfect time to seize the opportunity to repurpose underutilized vacant spaces into 
opportunities for affordable housing. With the sheer volume of  available space for additional housing, the market supply will be saturated, naturally driving down costs in the area. A 
mixed-income neighborhood in this area takes us one step closer to our equity goals, and leveraging the mobile infill strategy of  LocalMotion, we have positioned a flexible infrastructure 
that will help these communities recover and become stronger than ever before. Through teaming up with organizations like Fair by Design, LocalMotion will mobilize the community and 
reshape communities around London, and beyond.

LocalMotion Program on Demand

WORK

PROGRAMS
PLAYEAT/DRINK SHOP

ENTERTAIN

Office workspaces can be provided with 
an enclosed element of  100-200 square 
feet of  space.

Bought, lent, or leased to own, this 
element can help businesses prevail 
as they serves the city upon demand 
or recommendations based on the 
algorithms within the system.

Green elements can activate the busy 
city with recreational spaces that used 
for lounging or physical activities. 

WELLNESS FUTURE PROGRAMSCONNECT

Outdoor gatherings can benefit from the 
entertainment elements as it provides a 
platform and the auxiliary technology to 
host an event in any desired destination.

The connecting element is a 
supplemental key to the busy activated 
zones in the city that will provide a 
stronger network signal, charging 
opportunities, social lounging, and 
wayfinding.

Wellness elements will provide sterile 
enclosed environments that can 
host remote clinical sessions for the 
administration of  vaccinations or 
medical services for those who are 
less mobile.

Retail can now happen remotely 
whether it’s leased, bought, or lent to 
own. This shell space provides a secure 
enclosure that can expand during 
operation to create shopping aisles. 

The projected demand for future parking 
is set to decrease. Spaces left behind not 
allocated for reutilization will be used to 
charge and store the autonomous elements.

As the world continues to change, 
LocalMotion will adapt and provide new 
programs to sustain and grow future 
communities. 

ST. BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL

CASE SITES

LocalMotion’s program elements have a wide variety of  options 
that could be utilized at the hospital zone. EAT/DRINK and SHOP 
elements bridge the gap between the Hospital and the adjacent 
Smithfield Market, creating a food corridor. PLAY elements offer 
a close oasis for patients, while WELLNESS offers ancillary 
treatment zones.

ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL

Churches have historically been used as community gathering 
zones. St. Paul’s location provides ideal gathering for EAT/
DRINK, SHOP and WELLNESS to give form to new relationships 
with the community. Adjacent office buildings can consolidate 
meeting spaces by using OFFICE and CONNECT elements to 
create a whole new working environment at the street level.

BARBICAN CENTRE

The Barbican as a large sprawling educational and cultural 
campus can take advantage of  the ENTERTAINMENT 
element by letting performances spill across the site. EAT/
DRINK and CONNECT drive an atmosphere that fills the 
campus with excitement around every corner.

RE-ASSESS UTILIZATION

Buildings in the city are having more and more spaces 
become underutilized due to shrinking offices, migration 
out of  the city center, etc.

MOBILIZE PROGRAM

Program, once stangant as part of  a building, can now be 
deployed througout the city as part of  an “on-demand” 
platform. Targeting programs under 60% utilization.

DISRUPT ZONING

Reclaim those underutilized spaces for 
essential and community-centered programs

The system is deployed to reach 
under served neighborhoods

CITY GRID DEPLOYMENT

UNDERUTILIZED ZONE

DOCKING AND RECHARGE

NETWORK


